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DISTRICT SUMMARY FOR THE MONTH.
in the condition of the banks.
banks
The volume of general business, measured by enjoyed an increase in deposits,Rcpreaentative
bringing their total
bank debits, wan 5 per cent less in January
deposits
about
3
per
cent larger than at
in December,
cad of
December. This is a smaller decline than hasthan
and as there wan practically the
taken
ao
change
place betwr-ea, the same months during any one
in the volume of loans, security holdings
increased,
the preceding four years. Some dullness should of Interest rags generally were a tri$e
be
weaker
oa the
expected in trade and manufacturing in mid-winter, shorter datinga. This Federal Reserve
Bank
particularly after the rush of the Christmas
declining
loans in January as well as during the had
first
and during the month of inventory taking season, two weeks in February, There
. It is
wan the customary
gratifying to note that the volume, as compared
contraction
of Federal reserve note issues during
a year ago, was one-third better, acGOrcling towith
the post-Christmas season. Holdings
the
of securities
bank debits, and was better in every line
in January, A substantial quantity
business decIinexl
of acfrorrl which we receive separate reports, of
for ceptances were purchased in February.
sales of dry goads at wholesale. During except
the month
of January, there were dcciinza from the December
TOPICAL REVIEWS
volume in flour xnillilig, and retail sales of
merchanLivestock marketing at South St. Paul
dise ; said incfeases in lumber manufacture, mining
experienced
production, and wholesale sales, exct-pt of groceries. its customary increase in January, with
There has been full and satisfactory employment of marketing of hogs and calves, The volumeincreased
of marlabor. Failures recorded another peak during the keting in January was greatly above the
normal volmonth, although them: have been higher points ume, as indicated by the ten year average.
reached an recent years. '
of calves were more than double the normalReceipts
amount
and hogs arrived in volume one-half
larger than
Grains and livestock continued to move to mar- normal, reaching
the exceptional ,figure of 375,467
ket in much larger volume than normal during
head for the month, which has only
Janbeen czt:eedcd
uary. The very heavy movement of hogs and calves once in the market's
history, in January, 19 l 6. Catreflects the profitable utilization of cheap corn
and tle receipts were one-third larger thaw normal. Sheep
the development of dairying, The decline in sheep
receipts, on the other hand, wire only about
receipts and shipments of cattle for feeding pur- half ae large
oneposes larger than a year agv, indicates improved with last year,as the normal volume. As compared
confidence in theatability of livestock values. Indeed, fifths larger forJanuary receipts this pear were twohogs and calves,
the market demand for livestock during the
larger
for cattle, but two-fifths smaller for one-third
month
sheep.
was very satisfactory as prices rose for all kinds of
livestock, escape Iambs, in the face of the heavy
Shipments of feeder stock to the country from
receipts . The grain movement was well above nor- South St. Paul declined during January
frorix the
mal in the case of wheat and rye, and resulted in a December volume in every case except hogs
* which
50 per cent increase in terminal elevator stocks of were returned to the country in the same
in
grain at the end of January as compared with the January as in December. Shipments of volumeall
classes
end of December. Although grain receipts declined were strong during the first half of the month,
during the month, market demand was not sufFcient
demand fell off toward the end of the month. but
As
to maintain the median prices of any grain,
with January a year ago, however, feedexcept compared
flea.
er shipments of all classes were larger,
Shipments
There was a continuation of the moderate im- of feeder hogs were nearly four times as great, feeder
sheep
more than twice as great, calves almost twice
provement which prevailed in the preceding month
as great and cattle in slightly larger volume
.
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The mild weather early in January helped
winter
feeding of livestock on the ranges
which were in an
unusually favorable condition throughout
the month,

1923
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head,

moderate weather during the month,
however, made
it possible for the farmers to do considerable
plow
ing in Montana.

643
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the great-

where there was

tures well above zero which existed
during fine month
of January have probably caused
considerable winter killing of grains in this district,
particularly in
Montana, where some fields of
both winter grains
and alfalfa were reported
as practically bare.
The
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Moatazaa
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Effects of winter weather an

As Estimated by the United States
Department of
{000's

South Dakota

and livestock,The lack

Although the holdings of sheep in the Ninth
Fedexal Reserve District arc 10 per cent
of the holdings
in the entire United States, the increase in
this district
during the year 1922 was less than
ono-haIf of one
per cent of the United States increase,
indicating that
the farmers in this district have not as yet
accepted
completely the principle of diversifying
their live
stock holdings as well as their crops,
This small net

Mules

milk cows in each state,

est decline being in

round, as a valuable partner do his
enterprise.
The
number of hulk cows as well as of swine,
was larger
in each state.

Horses

at South St, Paul
Coa~ared with TeaYsar Avera~a

Each state contributed to the
decrease in the number of'horsea, while the
holdings of mules by states
was the same as a year ago,
with the esceptioa of
Montana, which showed an
increase of 1,000 head .
Similarly,
there were decreases
in the number of

the year
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increase in the number
of sheep was due to large
increases is Montana
and South Dakota, although
nearly offset by reductions
in Minnesota and North
Dakota.

when

The total increase for the four
states in milk cows
120,000 head, which is
slightly greater than
one-xlurd of the total increase in
milk cows throughout the entire United States during
the past year,
showing that the farmer in the Northwest
is accept-
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NINTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT

despite reports of ice-coating in western Dakotas
and some water shaxtage in Montana. Some losses
have been reported from feeding moulded hay in
North Dakota, and from hog cholera in Minnesota,
but, as a whole, losses have been very light. Dropping of lambs was occasionally reported and the
mild weather has greatly decreased the mortality,
The colder weather at the end of the month necessitated more extensive feeding, which resulted in more
losses from moulded hay, gaxticulaxly in North Dakota- As a result, the additional marketing of live"
stock; especially stocker and feeder steers, noticeably ~ncrc~aed, being much in excess of a year ago.

3

The marketing of grains in North Dakota
Montana has continued steadily, while marketingand
in
South Dakota was very light. Minnesota marketing
of grain was regular except for corn, which was
somewhat retarded by the scarcity of cars,
potato
marketing continued sluggish throughout the district
at unattractive prices, caccpt for the movement of
some seed stock for Minnesota. Montana reports
large quantities being fed to livestock .
Cram stocks in elevators at Minneapolis and the
Head of the Lakes showed an abnormally large incruse of 50 per cent between the end of December
and the end of January, This increase was duo alThe condition of ranges in 1 7 western states, in- most entirely to increases in wheat stocks, which
cluding this district, on January 1, averaged $5 per more than doubled and amounted to more than
cent of a normal, compared with an average of 84 20,000,000 bushels at the end of January, and stocks
per cent on December 1, according to the United of rye, which, increased almost two-thirds and
States Department of Agriculture, Division of Crop amounted to more than 7,000,000 bushels. As rye
is an export crop, 5,000,000 bushels of the total
and Live Stock Estimates.
stocks in terminal elevators were at Duluth where
Receipts of grain at Minneapolis and the Head of supplies are being piled up awaiting the opening of
in the spring. Stocks of corn almost
the Lakes showed a seasonal decline between De- navigation
trebled
during
the month, but were in small volume,
cember and January of about one-fifth, although, re- and
stocks of barley increased one-fifth. Oat stocks
ceipts of corn showed a small seasonal increase . declined
Wheat and rye receipts were above the ten year stocks for the fourth consecutive month and flan
only one-third as large at the end of
average for the month, but flag, oats and barley con- Jant,arywere
as
at
the end of December, As compared
tinued below normal. As compared with January
receigta last year, this Januarys receipts of rye were with last year, January stocks of all grains this year
ono-tenth lower, owing to the fact that oat
six times as large, receipts of wheat and barley more were
stocks
than twice as large and receipts of flea ono-half last were lei than one-half as large this year as
and that stocks of corn were less that one-tenth
larger. Receipts of oats were the same as a year ago, as large.
but corn receipts were only oao-fouxth of the volume twice as On the other hand, stocks of wheat were
large and rye more than three times as large
last year. Receipts of grain at Duluth-Superior were
as
a
year
ago. Stocks of barley were in the same
negligible during January, ezccpt for wheat, rye and volume, but
flax stocks were only one-third of last
flea.
yeais total.
The prices at northwestern tcaemiaaI maxl;ets of
,~A x!~r S~tna~
W YYGAT
the chief products of the farm exhibited mimed tendencies during January. Livestock prices increased,
ezccpt the price of lambs, and grain prices declined,
Sob
~
except flax. Supplies of good cattle during the first
a
a ss
half of January, for slaughter and for feeding purposes, were large, but the demand was strong and
1 ~~~i
median prices rose from 25 cents to ~ 1 .25 for diffcrcnt kinds. During the last half of the month, demand for feeder stuff fell off and cattle prices at
oA "~::f~ : SnWra ;~9fiai.:ra![!ht;.o,K~1;'!1
:L1~7NUWt~ .~7l3:LSIl! :y~~.'l .fyso~ar,ilk9UF rf.~:
other
ma7kets declined, making local buyers indiftars
tsao
»at
ossa
»s~
ferent at existing local prices. The market weakened, purchases were light and as a result, supplies
nirutx evearct
RYE
fell off. Sales in the last half of the month were
not in sufficient volume to depress our medians
--~ OV~E~R r.C/4AiCF
greatly. Although hag supplies were abnormally
large, there was strong competition between local
buyers and shippers and the prices remained strong.
Our median for lambs fell ofF 25 cents from the high
point reached last month. The price of lambs was
influenced by the sentiment that supplies were fully
large enough to cover the demand at January prices,
and it was then freely predicted that of the 30 per
cent larger number of sheep and lambs on feed thin
ts»
.
tax
_
tale
is::
tsaa
winter, as compared with a year ago, almost oneMonthly Receipts aF Wheat and Rye at Minneapolis and
half
of the number in the corn belt region would be
the Head at the Lakes Compared with the
marketed in January, according to the expressed
Tea-Year Avetaze
intention of feeders of that section .

~~~

~r~t r~~~r~~~o

CROP AND BUSINESS CONDITIONS
Mlle declines in median grain prices were slight,
but there was an increase of more than 20 cents
in the price of the best flat, which equalled the high
price of 1922 reached in May.
The price of the best flour declined almost SO
cents a barrel at Minneapolis during January, but
showed a slight recovery during the first half of
February. Eggs, hens, butter and lemons declined
during January in the Minneapolis wholesale market
and cheese (Young Americas), veal, grapefruit, celt-ry and green beans increased.

Retafl trade in this district showed mimed tendcncies during January. Sales of general merchandise declined more than two-fifths from tht December total and were below normal for the month,
which was probably due to the fact that December
Gales were abnormally large and absorbed the immediate purchasing power of the public. Lumber sales
were slightly larger in January than in December.
As compared with last year, sales of general merchandise were 10 per cent larger and ]umber sales
more than 5 0 per cent larger. Retailers increased
their purchases from wholesalers of all commodities
except groceries, during January as compared with
December. Dry goods and lumber in particular
showed increases of almost three-fifths . Aa compared with January last year, purchases from wholesalezs were larger for all commodities except dry
goods, which showed a slightly smaller volume, In
fact purchases of agricultural implements wire, two
and one-half times as large in January this year as in
the same month a year .ago. Hardware purchases
were almost two-thirds larger and lumber orders
one-fourth larger. Retail stacks of general merchandise declined 10 per cent between the end of December and the end of January, partly on account
of end-of-the-year write-offs, but these stacks were
as large as stocks a year ago. - Retail lumber stocks
were two-fifths larger at the end of January than a
month previous, but were slightly smaller than a
year ago.
The accompanying chart shows the movement of
sales and stacks of retailers of general merchandise
in this district during the last three years. The curves
represent largely city conditions at Minneapolis, St.
Paul, and Duluth-Superior, 42 per cent of the dollar
amount of the sales reported being made in these
canes and the other 8 per cent distributed throughout
Minnesota, South, Dakota, and Montana .
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In this chart the seasonal movement of sales and
stocks is very apparent . The small bulge of sales
during the spring and early summer months, the
mid-suatmer slump, the gradual increase of sales
rninating in October and the peak of sales is culDocember are especially evident. It is also interesting
to note the manner in which retailers increase their
stocks preparatory to handling the larger volume of
business in the early summer and in the fall, and
haw these stocks are allowed to decline in mid-winr
ter.
The spread between the volume of saps and the
stocks of merchandise held was greatest in 1920 and
least in 1921, which indicates that the turn-over of
stock was most rapid in 1921 and least rapid i:n
i 920. To indicate roughly the relative turnover in
each of the three years, the annual sales of reporting
stores have been divided by the average stocks held
during rach year, using end-of-the-month figures
for computing average stocks . The resulting figures
show that in 1920 the turn-over was 3.95 times a
year, in 1921 4.36 times and in 1922 4.15 times.
This method of figuring turn-over is not eaact, but
every year s figures contain the same inaccuracies.
Tn the first place, stocks are reported to this office
at cast price and sales are reported at the selling
price. Obviously, the tui-hover figures would be
lower if stocks were reported at the selling price.
In the second place, it is not very accurate to use
end-of-the-month figures as representative of stocks
held during "the month.
In the 1923 space on the chart, a curve boa been
drawn to illustrate the normal movement of retail
trade in this district, according to the reports of the
stores co-operating with this office . This curve was
prepared by computing the median variation from
month to month in sales during the last three gears
and then applying these median variations to the
average monthly sales during 1921 .
The number of stores reporting to this office in
1920 was not as great as in 1921 and 1922, but as
the 1920 list of stores was made up of about the
same proportions of city and country stores as the
list in the later years, it was decided that for historical purposes the 1920 figures were too valuable
to
b~ left out of the chart, and the figures of the 1920
stores have .been increased by an amount which
rcxakes them comparable with the figures of the larger
number of stores in 192 i and 1922.

Retail sales of general merchandise as ate lades of
prosperity. Aa index of prosperity or of fluctuations
in purchasing power of the urban population is to
be found in the amount of buying done in the cities
in any month as compared with the ,normal amount
for that month. The accompanying curve shows the
fluctuations in the effective purchasing power of the
city population of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth
and to some cheat of other cities in this district. The
slump between the summer of 1920 and the winter
of 1 .921-22 and the subsequent rise until the fall of
1922 are very apparent,
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This curvy should not be interpreted to
necessarily that a larger volume of goods wasmean
sold
as these comparisons with normals were made solely
on a dollar basis. The decline in the dollar value
of purchases from 15 per cent above normal to 13
per cent below normal between July, 1920, and
January, i 922, might be accounted for entirely by
a
decline in prices, while the physical volume of goods
sold might be eaactIy normal in both months. The
values of this curvy is, therefore, not to determine
the normal or abnormal volume of goads sold, but
rather the normality of the variations in the dollar
amount of purchases made by customers of these
stores, or in other words, consumers' purchasing
power.
The method of preparing this curve was to compare the volume of sales during each month in the
normal year, discussed in the retail trade section on
page 4
with actual sales during the corresponding month in each of the three years from 1920 tQ
i 922. The normal year was based on the average
monthly sales during 1921, because the average
monthly sales during this year were larger than during i 922; but smaller than during 1920, so that in
volume of sales, the year 1921 was probably more
nearly normal titan either 1920 or 1922 .
Building pro'jecta for which permits were issued at
eightaes northwestern cities during January showed
slightly larger totals in number than during December, but somewhat lower dollar amounts. As compared with January last year, the number of permits issued in January, 1923, was one-third larger
and the valuation of theca permits two-thirds larger.
Mining output in Michigan and Montana
was
slightly larger in January titan in December, with the
exception of coal, and the output, except of coal,
was very much greater than last year in January.
Coal declined as compared with December and the
output was the same as in January last year. .4s the
lake shipping season is not open for 1923, there is
no record of shipments to be used as an index of
output of iron minas in this district during the last
month. ,
ManuEachtring operations in this district during
January showed some increases and some declines
from the December volume. The output of lumber
mills made an important increase of two-thirds, but

5

flour production showed a seasonal decline of about
one=tenth . As compared with last year, $our production was slightly larger during January, but lumber cut was almost three times as Iarga in volume.
Deliveries of northwesters manufactured products
during January were smaller on the whole than during December, although lumber shipments increased
ono-fourth. As compared with January a ye>dr ago,
however, shipments of all products were larger, linseed oil in particular showing an increase of onehalf and lumber an increase of ono-third . Stor3cs
of lumber in manufacturers' hands were somewhat
to-t er at the and of January than at the end of
Dece ber and one-ffth lower than a year ago,
DE81T3 Ti7 INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS
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Accoaats at Twelve Important Cities of
the Ninth Federal Reserve Dutrict

he volttmme o~ business in t.~tis district measured
by ank debits to individual accounts declined only
S er cent between December and January, the
sm llest decline registered in any of the last four
s. Moreover, January debits were almost onoyearthird larger than January debits last year and oneten h larger than debits in January two years ago.
Theor y were smaller, however, than in January, 1920,
anuary, 1919. The larger volume of business
bei g done this month did not improve business
profibus ts enough, however, to curtail the volume of
ness failures in this district. Failures as reported
by
. G. Dun and Company for January were 108
with liabilities totaling X2,655,679 . These figurts
for January were the third largest in number and
the ourth largest in liabilities of any month oa reoord. Liabilities were more titan twice as great as
last month and slightly larger than a year ago in
January. The number of failures was ono-sevcnth
larger than last month and slightly lass than a year
ago.
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CROP AND BUSINESS CONDITIONS
Employment ~ditioas in this territory continued
very favorable for this season of the year, according
to the February 1 Summary of the United States Industrial Employment Survey. More men are being
employed'by metal mining companies and in lumbering sad general construction activities. Logging
operations are making new records. (Lumber bans
reporting, operations to the Federal Reserve Agent at
Minneapolis have increased their crews in the woods
two-thirds and in the mills seven-eighths over last
year.) On the other hand, building operations are
at a low ebb, and the call for farm help is light in
many sections. The ice harvest is absorbing common labor in some sections. ,
Financial cozsditiona in January continued favorable in this district, although. there was a noticeable
tendency among bankers to prepare for the credit
extensions incident to farm operations in the spring.
Interest rates on short time and demand paper were
weak, but rates on longer maturities were firm. Bankers stocked up somewhat with the larger denominations of Federal reserve notes, which are used prirnarily as reserve cash in a concentrated form.
There was no change during January in the total
of loans made by 30 selected member banks in this
district or in their time deposits, but demand deposits increased almost 7 million dollars or 3 per
cent. This increase in demand deposits allowed thFsc
banks to increase their security holdings more than
6 millions hod to reduce their borrowings from this
bank more than i million. Commercial paper outstanding in this district on January 3 i increased onefifth over the amount outstanding one month previous and more than two-fifths over the amount out-,
standing at the end of November, when the lowest
point was reached in more than three years. Undoubtedly this sharp increase is commercial paper
placed in this district was due to the increased demand for working capital by firms which arc expanding operations and to the demand of northwestern bankers for prime short term investments.
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Movement of Loses, lnvestmcats, Deposits and Borrowings
of Selected. Member Banks is the Larger Cedes of eke
Ninth Fedora! Reserve District

Februeuy 2&, 1923

Loans made by this Federal Reserve Bank to its
member banks declined more than 2 millions in
January and deposits with this bank increased almost 3 ~ millions, of which increase only slightly
more than ono-half million was in member beak
reserve deposits. United States security holdings
declined more than 4 millions during the month and
reserves increased almost 7 millions. Federal reserve notes in circulation declined 4 ~ millions. This
decline was entirely in the fiver, tens and twenties,
which are largely used for pocket money, and were
returned to this bank when the Christmas demand
for pocket money was aver. On the other hand,
the larger denonunationa in circulation increased
ono-third of a million, or more than 7 per cent, indicating that bankers are building up their safety
funds to meet unusual demands which arc considered more likely to occur this spring than in midwinter. Two interesting developments of the month
were the rc-entrance of this hank into the bankeis
acceptance market and the complete cancellation of
this bank's liability for the redemption of Federal
reserve bank notes in circulation by the United
States Treasury Department following redemption
of the Pittman Act Certificates of Indebtedness which
had been pledged as collateral for these notes
During the first two weeks of February, this bank
experienced a further decline of almost 2 millions
in accommodation to member banks, and reserve
deposits of these banks increased almost 3 miIIions.
Holdings of purchased bankeia acceptances increaaed 4 millions and holdings of United States securities increased 1 million, while reserves declined
3 %z millions . Federal reserve notes in circulation
increased slightly.
lnte:'est rates at Minn~polis on important classes
of paper showed very little change during the month
ending February 15, but rates on bankers acceptance~, on demand paper and on grime customer's
paper of 30 to 90 day maturities were somewhat
weaker than a month ago, while rates on prime wmmercial paper running four to six months were a
trifle higher.

NINTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT
SUMMARY OF NATIONAL BUSINFS5 CONDITIONS
(Compiled February 26 by the Federal Reserve Board}
Further increase in the irolume of production in basic industries to a level higher than in 1919 or
1920, a continucd advance in the prices of many basic commodities, additional borrowing from banks
for commercial purposes, and somewhat higher money rates arc the principal recent developments is the
business situation.
PRODUCTION
Production in basic industries, as measured by the Federal Reserve Board's index, was 6 per cent
hugger in January than in December and reached a volume exceeded only once in the past, i.n May, h 91 7.
Production of steel ingots and of anthracite coal and mill consumption of cotton showed particularly large
advances, and moat other important industries increased their output. Building operations have been maintained on a large seals
The expansion in ,production during January was accompanied by a substantial increase in freight
shipments. Carloadings of forest products, reflecting the continued building activity, reached the highest
monthly total on record, and loadinga of merchandise and miscellaneous commodities were higher than in
any January of the past four years.
Industrial employment continucd to increase during January, and shortages of both skilled and
unskilled labor were reported by teztilc mills, steel mills, and anthracite coal mines. More wage increases
at industrial establishments were announced than in December. There is still some unemployment in
states west of the Mississippi: In industrial and commercial centers there has recently been a larger
demand for office workers, although throughout the country there is much unemployment in this group.
PRICFS
The index number of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, computed From the wholesale prices of about
400 commodities, including finished and semi-finished products as well as raw materials, showed the same
average bevel of prices in January as in November and De~cmber. Between December and January the
prices of clothing, fuel, metals, building materials, chemicals, and house furnishings advanced, but these
advances were accompanied by decliines is farm products and food, so that the combined index remained
unchanged. During recent weeks the prices of a number of basic commodities advanced rapidly gnd is
many cases reached the highest points since i 920 or the early part of i 92 i . Among commodities reaching new high levels for the current movement were corn, beef, cotton, wool, silk, hides, lumber, rubber, linseed oil, copper, lead, and pig iron .
TRADE
An active di$tribution of goods for this season of the year is indicated by reports to the reserve banks
both of wholesale and retail dealers for the month of January. Sales of department stores in over 100
cities were 12 per cent larger than in January, i 922. Inventories for January show that there has been no
large increase in stocks of goods held by department stores, and the rate of turnover continued rapid. In
wholesale lines there were particularly large sales during January of dry goods, drugs, hardware, and farm
implements.
BANK CREI?IT
The larger volume of commercial borrowing at member banns in recent weeks has been contrary to
the usual trend of the season . Commercial loans of reporting member banks on February 14 were
$243,000,000, or 3 ger cent Larger than at the end of December and 7 per cent above the level at the end
of January, when the general demand for credit first showed an upward turn.
The increased demand for credit at the member banks has resulted recently in an increased volume
of borrowing by the member banks at the reserve banks, chiefly Boston, New York, and Philadelphia . On
February 2 i, the loans to member banks were $628,000,000 or $248,000,000 higher than in mid-summer.
During the same period the volume of government securities and bankers' acceptances held by all Federal
Reserve Banks declined $1b1,000,000, resulting, therefore, in a net increase of $87,000,000 in the Loans
and security holdings of the reserve banks. The volume of Federal reserve notes in circulation which
showed the usual post~holiday decline in January began to increase on January 31, a week earlier than
last year.
Money rafts also showed a tendency to become firmer, especially in recent weeks. The open market rate for commercial paper, which was 4 per cent last summer, rose during February from a range of
4~-4~ to a range of 4~-5 per cent. On February 23 the discount rate an all classes of paper at the
Boston and Ncw York Reserve Banks was advanced from 4 to 4%2 per cent.
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